Even a budding DJ wanting to hire professional equipment with a bit of
support and training until they can afford to buy their own kit can turn to
Megasong for help.
We adopt a professional but
personal approach working with
you to make your event as good
as it can be whilst keeping in
budget. We like to become a
part of your team
Let Megasong help you manage your function or event.
We offer a wide range of services covering most aspects of musical
entertainment, parties, event days and presentations.
.
Stage Truck? Indoor or
Outside stages? Mobile
DJ, disco, karaoke, live
performances, support
services, equipment hire
or any combination? It is
our aim to give you the
best value for money
solution.

Private or corporate?
Individual, band, solo
artist, business, pub or
club? Tiny or large
event? If it's in our
sphere we are here to
support and help you.

We are competent to carry our detailed risk assessments, rather than using
a standard, simplistic mitigation sheet that many other organisations use.
We have our own 18-page policy booklet and risk assessment guidelines and
can produce a detailed report with mitigations when required.
Contracts are issued for all work. We
have a full Health and Safety Policy, are
Insured for £10,000,000 in respect of
Public, Product and Employer’s Liability,
all equipment is PAT tested according to
a rigorous schedule and any item
returned from unattended hire is
retested.
Equipment recommendations are based on a combination of experience and
technical competence ensuring you get the right solution.
We are members of a number of professional associations including the
NADJ and DJMark where we have consistently achieved Platinum status.
With high levels of technical expertise in addition to the more personal and
music oriented skills, there are few questions we can’t answer.

We are a family business, established over 30 years. We are not an
agency this is our full-time business; you are dealing with us and our
people. We have male, female, mature or younger DJs to suit the event
and experienced engineers.
Would you rather pay for us to have flashy brochures and vehicles or get
better service, equipment and entertainers? We’ve invested many £10s
of thousands in equipment and minimal sums on marketing, advertising
and other non-essentials.
We have an open book policy. We charge no agency fees or commission;
we make our money from our services to clients and performers. When
we provide support services, PA and lighting, which can be used for the
full event, reducing duplication, disruption and cost we can often retain
a live act for less than our client.
You’ll get equipment from the likes of JBL, HK, HZ, Ohm, Yamaha, QSC,
Mackie, Turbosound, Beyma, Cloud, Dynacord, Peavey, Wharfedale Pro,
Midas, Carlsbro, Martin, Laser UK, ADJ, Denon, Shure and Sennheiser.
We don’t have Prosound, Auna, Gemini or other allegedly ‘Professional’
equipment that makes exaggerated claims and frequently disappoints.
Our digital mixers have wireless remote control so don’t need cables into
the audience area. We also have traditional analog.
Talk to us. You may be surprised at how different we are from your
typical part time DJ who has a single set-up which has to cope with all his
gigs or the PA hire company that just rents out equipment. We have well
in excess of 500 items that require PAT testing as well as lots of
speakers, microphones, stands and other equipment that does not.
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For your party, event or function in Hull, the East Riding,
Northern Lincs. and the surrounding areas.

Disco, Karaoke, Video Dj, Live Acts, Laser & Light Shows.
Stage Truck, Indoor & Covered Stages, Bars, PA, Disco & Lighting
Equipment Hire, Tannoy, Generators and much more.
Proud to have served

and many others.

Inside, Outside, Home, Garden, Marquee & Function Room

Parties, Live Entertainment, PA & Support Services
Christmas, Lighting up Ceremonies, Carol Concerts, New
Year, Halloween, Bonfire Night,
Engagements, Stag & Hen Nights, Weddings,
Christenings, Anniversaries, Birthdays,
Wakes & Celebrations of Life,
House Warming, Family Gatherings, Corporate Events,
Promotions, Opening Ceremonies, Fêtes, Galas, Fun Days
and much more. The only limit is your imagination
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Megasong for Weddings

Megasong for Venues & Events

Regular functions?
Do you have assorted bands, Discos, Karaokes and other things going on? We
can provide equipment to suit most types of function and bring additional
items when needed for special events.
We will be responsible for DJs and hosts and co-ordinate other artists.

Multiple acts for a festival weekend?
Megasong provides PA, lighting, stages, generators, barriers, Tannoy, back
stage and front of house services to many bands and performers. If you have a
number of acts over a day or two we can help reduce duplication of kit and
minimise the disruption of one band coming in and another leaving.

Booking Bands and other performers?
Often all a band needs to bring are instruments, pedals and mics, we provide
the rest. We can even supply a drum kit which can be a godsend for bands
coming from a distance. It may mean they can all come in one car, reducing
their (and your) costs.

Outside events?
Our purpose built stage truck fits into most car parks, giving an almost instant
stage, we also have sectional stages, catwalks, covered stages, choral risers,
mobile bars, Tannoy systems, barriers, flooring, lighting towers & generators.

Megasong can offer much more than just a DJ for your reception.
We will work with you to create the perfect environment and mood.
Options include
Early set-up
Background music through the afternoon and meals.
PA for speeches, bands and announcements.
MC Services
Up lighting and mood lighting.
Large Screen Photo & Video displays
Multi zoning for different music in different areas.
Karaoke (if you’re brave enough)
Full colour lasers & lighting effects including moving heads.
Choreographed displays.
Atmospheric Effects such as Haze and Smoke.
The music you want, create your playlists on line and requests while the
party is in full swing.
You can work with us to find the perfect band or other live act. We can
provide their lighting, PA and mixing saving on duplication, disruption
and often cost.
Our specialist ambiance consultant could transform your venue and we
can even supply your bar, complete with draught beer & staff.
There’s so much more, talk to us and see how we can work together to
take some of your stress away.

.
We can supply full PA for bands and other artists, Disco, Karaoke or any
combination. The stage truck is ideal as a command post and has been used for
all sorts of outside events; your imagination is the limit.
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Megasong for DJs & Karaoke
Megasong for Live Artists
You all know that one size doesn’t fit all and there is a limit to the
equipment it is practical to own. Transport and setting up can be a
nightmare, especially if you are not familiar with the venue or have large
distances to Travel.
We have digital, analog and remote-controlled mixers with up 96
channels. Effects units (sidechain and/or insert) for most vocal and
general applications. Independent dynamics, gate, compression,
expansion, limiting, ducking & graphics on every channel, up to 10
monitor channels (plus control room) and up to 6 separate main PA
channels. Amplifiers from 600WRMS up to 3KWRMS per channel,
monitors and main PA tops, mids & subs. Don’t forget our stages, stage
truck, 32 track recording, lighting and effects. We have the equipment
and experience to help you take you up your performance ladder.
Work with us to take the unnecessary strain out of performing, leaving
you with less physical and mental stress and in a better position to
deliver an excellent performance, perhaps assisted by our professional
sound engineer.
Depending on how you choose to use us, you could just turn up with
your instruments, mics and pedals, do a quick sound check followed by
your set(s) and go home. We take care of the set-up and tear down as
well as any fill music/disco etc.
Now wouldn’t that be nice?
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We believe the most important thing for any DJ is to provide;
The right music at the right level without distortion.
You and your guests can enter requests in advance using our on-line playlist
creation tool, where you can see & select music (and karaoke tracks). We use
this to get an understanding of your taste and build up a list from your
selection if there are not enough tracks to cover your event. Requests are also
welcome throughout the party.
Our equipment list puts most mobile DJs to shame. We offer PA hire and
Support services to live acts and other DJs etc. so you will be getting the right
equipment from a choice of well in excess of 500 items (and that’s just what
needs PAT testing so doesn’t include speakers etc.)
For karaoke, we are probably the best equipped service you will find. We can
use set-ups normally reserved for professional entertainers, not just the typical
‘stick a singer through the DJ’s PA.’

You will be able to work with us to ensure you are getting the best possible
service for your money. We will listen, explain and always be courteous from
start to finish. All bookings are issued with a contract and we are fully insured
for £10,000,000.
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